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Latest NuFit paper

The fate of hints: updated global analysis of three-flavor neutrino oscillations
I. Esteban, M. C. Gonzalez-Garcia, M. Maltoni, T. Schwetz, A. Zhou

JHEP 09 (2020) 178 [arXiv:2007.14792]
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Historical overview of neutrino oscillations (1)

• In 1955, [Gell-Mann & Pais, Phys. Rev. 97 1387] proposed K 0-K̄ 0 oscillations;
however they assume C was a fundamental symmetry.

• At the time, parity violation was not discovered. After [Wu et al., Phys. Rev. 105

1413 (1957)], it was assumed CP was a fundamental symmetry.

• Contradicted by the Fitch-Cronin experiment observing Kaon decay [Phys.

Rev. Lett. 13 138 (1964)].

• In analogy to K 0-oscillations, Pontecorvo suggests neutrinos can oscillate.
[JETP 33 549 (1957) & JETP 34 247 (1958)]. He cites Davis [Phys. Rev. 97 766 (1955)]

with experimentally demonstrating anti-neutrinos exist, thereby allowing
ν ↔ ν̄ in analogy to K 0-K̄ 0. NOTE: these are not flavour oscillations.

• Davis went on to build the Homestake experiment [Phys. Rev. Lett. 12 303

(1964)]: first to observe νe deficit from Sun [Phys. Rev. Lett. 20 1205
(1968)] (2002 Nobel) and confirmed by Super-K [Phys. Rev. Lett. 81 1562 (1998)]

(2015 Nobel).

• (Super-K was originally trying to observe proton decay from GUT: neutrinos
were just a background! Maybe Xenon1T suffers the same fate??).
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Historical overview of neutrino oscillations (2)

• Flavour oscillations from neutrino mass difference considered by [Maki,

Nakagawa and Sakata, Prog. Theor. Phys. 28 870 (1962)] (2008 Nobel).

• CP-violation is currently being searched for by neutrino-beam experiments
T2K & NOvA (combined evidence addressed in this talk), as well as the
mass-ordering (the sign of ∆m2

31).

• Observations of solar neutrinos precisely determine θ12, ∆m2
21. Reactor

experiments confirm them (we discuss the resolved tension of solar data nd
KamLAND) and determine θ13 (Double CHOOZ). Atmospheric oscillations
determined by |∆m2

31| and θ23 and confirmed and precisely determined by
accelerator experiments (T2K, NOvA currently).

• Other phenomena not discussed: oscillations in matter (MSW resonance,
adiabatic conversion), supernova neutrinos, secret interactions, cosmology
& dark matter etc.

• We’ve come a long way!
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CP-violation in neutrino sector? (Press coverage)

Figure: NY Times Article on T2K Nature paper
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CP-violation in neutrino sector? (Before NU2020)
• Expected/desired.

• NuFit 4.0 (JHEP 1901 (2019) [arXiv:1811.05487]) Best-fit δCP = 1.19π with
CP-conservation δCP = π allowed at ∆χ2 = 1.8 ∼ 1.34σ.

• de Salas et al. [arXiv:2006.11237] (Just before NU2020) best-fit δCP = 1.20π with
CP-conservation δCP = π allowed at ∆χ2 = 2.1 ∼ 1.45σ.

• Capozzi et al. [arXiv:2003.08511] (Just before NU2020) best-fit δCP = 1.28π with
CP-conservation δCP = π allowed at ∼ 1.6σ.

• However even from NuFit 4.0, “The combination of those effects . . . leads
to a disfavouring of sin δCP ∼ −1 from NOvA, somewhat in contradiction
with the T2K preferred region.”
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CP-violation in neutrino sector? (After NU2020)

• NuFit 4.0 (JHEP 1901 (2019)

[arXiv:1811.05487]) Best-fit
δCP = 1.19π with
CP-conservation
δCP = π allowed at
∆χ2 = 1.8 ∼ 1.34σ.

• NuFit 5.0: We report
best-fit δCP = 1.08π
with CP-conservation
δCP = π within 0.6σ.

• Essentially T2K and
NOvA continue
opposite trajectory.
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T2K vs NOvA

• T2K indicates near-maximal
CP-violation (T2K collab. best-fit
δCP = 1.33π.)

• NOvA closer to CP-conservation,
crucially on the other side of π
(NOvA collab. best-fit
δCP = 0.82π.) [Remember that
sin δCP in the oscillation formula
flips sign under π translation.]

• However NOvA is much more
sensitive to mass-ordering. In IO,
the effect of near-maximal
CP-violation cancels with IO.

• Consequence: accelerator data
favours IO.

• In NO, the best-fit values of T2K
& NOvA effectively cancel each
other in combined fit.

Figure: Courtesy T2K NU2020
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Note CC1π very low.
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Low statistic

• Many bins have zero or one event.

• Number of events in CC1π went down from 15 in run 9 to 14 in run 10.

• Aside: cross-section very complicated. Difficult to interpolate between QE
and ∆-resonance. Multi-nucleon effects and final-state interactions.
Nuclear models (Fermi gas, random phase approx.)

• Near-detector allows these effects to be second-order.

• Technical aside: θ12, θ13, ∆m2
21 fixed in analysis of accelerator data.

Figure: Courtesy T2K NU2020
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So you’re telling me IO fixes everything?

• Hold your horses! Global analysis tells a different story.

• Whilst appearance channel directly sensitive to δCP and mass ordering,

P
[NO,IO]
(—)

νµ→
(—)

νe
≈ 4s213s223(1± [±2]A)∓ C sin δCP(1± [±A])

C ≡ ∆m2
21L

4Eν
sin 2θ12 sin 2θ13 sin 2θ23 A ≡ 2EνV

∆m2
3l

(1)

for small s13, ∆21 and A near oscillation maximum.

• Very precise measurement of disappearance channels of LBL and MBL is
sensitive to mass ordering via |∆m2

µµ| − |∆m2
ee |. [Nunokawa, Parke and Funchal,

Phys. Rev. D 72, 013009 (2005) arXiv:hep-ph/0503283]

• Possible due to large number of events directly from source. (Idea of
appearance experiment is to have intense flavour-pure source and measure
contamination from oscillation.)
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Disappearance channel

• Medium baseline reactor experiments L ∼ 1000 m (Daya Bay, Double
CHOOZ, RENO) sensitive to ∆m2

ee ≈ ∆m2
atm.

P(ν̄e → ν̄e) ≈ 1− sin2 2θ13 sin2

(
1.27 ·∆m2

ee

L

Eν

)
∆m2

ee = ∆m2
31 − s221∆m2

21.

(2)

• Long baseline (T2K, NOvA) sensitive to ∆m2
µµ ≈ ∆m2

atm. where

∆m2
µµ = ∆m2

31 + (cos δCPs13t23 sin 2θ12 − c2
21)∆m2

21. (3)

• Effective mass-squared difference agrees up to first-order in ∆m2
21with full

probability.

• Since ∆m2
atm. � ∆m2

sol., first term determines sign. Thus,(
|∆m2

ee | − |∆m2
µµ|
)[NO,IO]

= [±]∆m2
21(cos 2θ12 − cos δCPs13t23 sin 2θ12).

(4)

• Conclusion: reactors can be important for determining mass ordering.
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What about reactors?

• NU2020 updates: Double-Chooz & RENO.

• ∆χ2(IO) = 2.7 much less than 6.2 in NuFit 4.1.
• Reactors favour NO (we include Daya-Bay, RENO and DoubleChooz).

Possible tension with accelerator data? [Next slide]
• Technical aside: SK observations of atmospheric neutrinos not included.
• Previous SK atm. obs. disfavoured IO. Latest NU2020 update reduces this

[sic] “from 81.9–96.1% CLs to 71.4–90.3% CLs”1.
• New data not yet released. Using 2018 data, IO disfavoured at

∆χ2 = 7.1 < 10.4 (NuFit 4.1), but will decrease with 2020 SK-atm. data.

1see SK NU2020 presentation
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Quantifying consistency between accel. and react.

Parameter-goodness-of-fit test statistic

χ2
PG = χ2

global min. −
∑

dataset

χ2
dataset min. (5)

for large datasets is χ2-distributed with n degrees of freedom

n =
∑

dataset

ndataset − nglobal. (6)

Sensitive to tension between experi-
ments but not within. [Maltoni & Schwetz, Phys. Rev. D 68 033020 (2003) arXiv:hep-ph/0304176]

data sets NO IO
χ2
PG/n p-value #σ χ2

PG/n p-value #σ
T2K vs. NOvA (θ13 free) 6.7/4 0.15 1.4 3.6/4 0.46 0.7
T2K vs. React. 0.3/2 0.87 0.2 2.5/2 0.29 1.1
NOvA vs. React. 3.0/2 0.23 1.2 6.2/2 0.045
T2K vs. NOvA vs. React. 8.4/6 0.21 1.3 8.9/6 0.18 1.3
T2K vs. NOvA (θ13 fixed) 6.5/3 0.088 1.7 2.8/3 0.42 0.8
T2K vs. NOvA vs. React. 7.8/4 0.098 1.7 7.2/4 0.13 1.5
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Solar sector (1)

• Solar deficit present at energies
> 2 MeV.

• Solution: large mixing angle
induced by matter effects (MSW
resonance) [Wolfenstein, Phys. Rev. D 17

9 (1977); Mikheev & Smirnov, Sov. J. Nucl.

Phys. 42 913 (1985)]

• KamLAND (reactor experiment
with detector at Kamioka next to
SuperK) was in slight tension with
solar data. [2σ at NuFit 4.1]

• SK4 resolves tension due to
up-turn at lower energies (better
reconstruction) and a lower
day/night asymmetry
(−3.6%→ −2.1%).
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Solar sector (2)
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Summary

3σ relative
precision

θ12 : 14%,

θ13 : 9.0%,

θ23 : 27%,

∆m2
21 : 16%,

|∆m2
3l | : 6.7%,

δCP : 100%

• Latest update from NU2020 resolves tension in solar
sector

• No evidence for CP-violation in NO in global fit

• Mild evidence in IO

• Due to opposite tendencies in T2K and NOvA present
in NuFit 4.1

• Opposite tendencies can be resolved in IO

• Probably due to low statistics

• No significant tension

• Still. . . curious. . .
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